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a b s t r a c t

A controller for an underwater glider is presented. Considered underwater glider is a torpedo-shaped
autonomous underwater vehicle installing adjustable buoyancy bag and movable battery in it. The
controller is composed of an LQR controller to maintain zigzag vertical movement for gliding and two PD
controllers to control elevator/rudder angles. The LQR controller controls the pumping speed into the
buoyancy bag and the moving speed to locate the battery. One of the PD controller controls the elevator
angle to assist the LQR controller, and the other controls the rudder angle to adjust the direction of the
underwater glider. A reduced order Luenberger observer is adopted to estimates the center of gravity of
the glider and the buoyancy mass that are essential but cannot be measured. Mathematical simulation
using Matlab proved the validity of the proposed controller to obtain better performance than con-
ventional LQR only controller under the influence of sea current.
© 2019 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV), also known as under-
water drone, can be roughly grouped into Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV), Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV), and un-
derwater glider.

ROV (Ballard,1993; Javadi-Moghaddam and Bagheri, 2010; Shim
et al., 2010) receives power through the power line connected from
amother ship on the sea, and its movement are controlled remotely
using the connected tether line by operators in the mother ship.
Because it can hover at a designated point by using several pro-
pellers, for example, forward/backward, left/right, and up/down
propellers, it can perform sophisticatee tasks with attached robot
arms without losing balance. The range of activity is limited to the
length of the tether line.

AUV (Presto, 2001; Hagen et al., 2008; Jun et al., 2009) has
mostly torpedo shape and has a wide range of activity because it
operates with its own battery and control system without tether
line from mother ship. It is used for underwater mine search or
exploration of undersea topography. Due to the use of propeller
propulsion causing high battery consumption, its operating time is
limited towithin a few hours. To overcome this problem, large scale

AUVs with large capacity batteries and AUVs using fuel cells are
being developed.

Underwater glider (Alvarez, 2010; Webb et al., 2001; Eriksen
et al., 2001; Sherman et al., 2001) has its own battery and control
system like AUV. Instead of using battery-driven propeller pro-
pulsion system, it advances through a zigzag motion in up/down
direction using controllable buoyancy device and center-of-gravity
movement device installed inside. Because it consumes much less
energy than AUV, underwater glider can operate for more than one
month. However, the turning radius is too large to search or control
precisely. It is used to search the seabed salinity distribution,
temperature distribution, and so on.

On the other hand, Hybrid AUV (HAUV) (Joo and Qu, 2015) with
a gliding functionwas proposed by modifying the existing AUV and
installing a battery and a buoyancy control device in it. The HAUV
can glide to the distant ocean with small energy until near the
target point. And it performs precise search operations using the
propeller and its tail wings like as conventional AUV. In (Joo and Qu,
2015), an LQR controller was proposed to control the center of
gravity and the buoyant mass inside the HAUV so that it can
perform the gliding function. In (Joo et al., 2017), a method of
calculating the center of gravity and the buoyancy mass, which can
not be directly measured, was proposed, where a reduced order
observer was used for the LQR controller.

This paper deals with the use of rudders (vertical tail wings) and
elevators (horizontal tail wings) that HAUV did not use when
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operating as a glider. The proposed controller controls the rudder
angle to move to the desired direction and the elevator angle to
assist the vertical zigzag motion of HAUV, while LQR controller
controls the buoyancy mass and center of gravity.

The controller consists of a conventional LQR controller and two
PID controllers for controlling rudders and elevators. A reduced
order state observer is adopted to calculate the center of gravity and
buoyancy mass. With the proposed control scheme, the HAUV is
shown to overcome the influence of sea current and to move to
designated directions when operating as underwater glider.

It is worth mentioning another study that combines the merits
of AUV and underwater glider. The underwater glider with a
thruster (Wang et al., 2011; Xue et al., 2018) is most similar to the
proposed HAUV. However, they used the thruster to maintain the
zigzag motion of glider under strong sea current. To adjust the di-
rection, they did not use rudders but rotate the battery pack like a
conventional underwater glider. In other words, the underwater
glider operates always as an underwater glider, evenwith a thruster
and rudders.

2. Mathematical model of the considered HAUV (Joo and Qu,
2015)

The shape of the HAUV considered is shown in Fig. 1. Inside the
HAUV, a battery pack moves forward and backward to control the
center of gravity of the HAUV. An adjustable buoyancy bag is set to
control the buoyancy of the HAUV.

As is well known, the six degrees of freedom motion of an un-
derwater robot can be represented by nonlinear differential equa-
tions with twelve parameters, ðx; y; z;u; v;w;f; q;j; p; q; rÞ as shown
in Fig. 2 (Fossen, 1994, 2011). The NED coordinate is used as the
earth fixed coordinate system.

Generally, the center of buoyancy is the origin of the body fixed
coordinate, i.e., ðxb;yb;zbÞ ¼ 0. The center of gravity in each direc-
tion is denoted as (xg ;yg ;zg). The mass of the vehicle is

mv ¼ mh þmþmb

where mh is the mass of hull and its static components, m is the
moving mass such as battery pack, and mb is the point mass
buoyancy.

Dynamic equations of HAUV are given as follows, where Ixx; Iyy
and Izz are moments of inertia in the body fixed coordinate and
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The notations x, a, and q in Fig. 3 are associated with angles and
mean the flight angle, the attack angle, and the pitch angle,
respectively. The notations V , u, and w are associated with

Fig. 2. State variables represented in the body fixed coordinate system and the Earth fixed coordinate system.

Fig. 1. HAUV model with a moving mass and a adjustable buoyancy bag.
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velocities and mean the moving speed, the surge, and the heave,
respectively.

According to (Joo and Qu, 2015), the conditions for stable gliding
for HAUV are summarized in Table 1. Themoving speed (Vd) and the
desired flight angle (xd) are two design factors. Once they are
chosen, the remainder is calculated from mathematical model of
the HAUV and the assumption that the lateral movement does not
occur in the stable gliding. Vd is set to 0.3m/s arbitrarily. Since the
HAUV considered does not have wings, too small flight angle does
not match the stable gliding and three xd are considered, which are
±30�, ±45�, and ±60�.

For the mathematical model of HAUV, REMUS is assumed to be
the existing AUV and its known coefficients are adopted. The no-
tations xg and mb are the center of gravity in x axis and the buoy-
ancy mass, respectively. The subscript d represents the desired
target value.

3. Reduced order state observer (Joo et al., 2017)

According to (Joo and Qu, 2015), the continuous-time state
equation for depth control of the HAUV is linearized as shown in
the following equations, beside the operating points.

D _X ¼ ~ADX þ ~BU; (1)

where

DX ¼ X � Xd

X ¼
h
u w q z

0
q xg mb

iT

Xd ¼
h
ud wd 0 0 qd xgd mbd

iT
;

U ¼ ½ux ub �T

M ¼

26666666664

mv0 � X _u 0 mv0ZG 0 0 0 0
0 mv0 � Z _w �

�
mv0xg þ Z _q

�
0 0 0 0

mv0ZG � �
mv0xg þM _w

�
Iyy �M _q 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

37777777775
;

B ¼

2666666664

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
bx 0
0 bm

3777777775
; F ¼

2666666664

Xop
Zop
Mop
qop
z0op
xg:op
mb:op

3777777775
; C ¼

266664
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

377775;

~A ¼ M�1A;
~B ¼ M�1B;
~F ¼ M�1F:

Here, the output of the controller ux and ub mean the motor speed

Fig. 3. Flight angle (x), attack angle (a), and pitch angle (q).

Table 1
Desired values of parameters for stable gliding.

downward upward

xd(deg) �30� �45� �60� 30� 45� 60�

ad(deg) 12� 7� 4� �12� �7� �4�

qd(deg) �18� �38� �56� 18� 38� 56�

Vd(m/s) 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30
ud(m/s) 0.2936 0.2978 0.2993 0.2936 0.2978 0.2993
wd(m/s) 0.0615 0.0364 0.0209 �0.0615 �0.0364 �0.0209
xgd(m) 0.0080 0.0167 0.0305 �0.0080 �0.0167 �0.0305
mbd(kg) 0.9436 0.8954 0.8778 0.7262 0.7743 0.7919

A ¼

2666666664

0 0 ðZ _w �mvdÞwd 0 �ðWd � BÞcosqd 0 �g sinqd
Zuwwd Zuwud

�
mvd þ Zuq

�
ud 0 �ðWd � BÞsinqd 0 g cosqd

Muwwd Muwud a33 0 a35 �Wd cosqd 0
�sinad cosad 0 0 a45 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3777777775
;

a33 ¼
�
Muq �mvdxgd

�
ud �mvdZGwd;

a35 ¼
�
� ZG cosqd þ xgd sinqd

�
Wd;

a45 ¼ �ud cosad �wd sinad;
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to move the battery and the pumping speed to inflate/deflate the
buoyancy bag, respectively. The state variables required for HAUV
control are the surge (u), heave (w), pitch rate (q), vertical distance
from trajectory (z0), pitch (q), center of gravity in forward direction
(xg), and buoyancy mass (mb). The variable, z0, means the perpen-
dicular distance from the desired trajectory as shown in Fig. 4. The
purpose of depth control is to make z0 as 0.

Unlike the previous five state variables, which can be directly
measured by sensors, for example, IMU, DVL, and depth sensor, the
center of gravity and the buoyancy mass can not be measured, so a
mathematical observer is needed to estimate them. A discrete time
reduced order Luenberger state observer proposed in (Joo et al.,
2017) is adopted to estimate xg and mb.

The linearized continuous-time state Eq. (1) is converted to the
discrete-time state equation where Ad and Bd are obtained by zero-
order-holder with sampling time T . The variable yð1� 5Þ means
five measured values and wð1� 2Þ means values to be estimated.

DXðkþ 1Þ ¼ AdDXðkÞ þ BdUðkÞ (2)

Ad ¼
�
A11ð5� 5Þ A12ð5� 2Þ
A21ð2� 5Þ A22ð2� 2Þ

	
Bd ¼

�
B11ð5� 2Þ
B21ð2� 2Þ

	
DXðkÞ ¼

�
yð1� 5Þ
wð1� 2Þ

	
UðkÞ ¼

�
ux
ub

	
Rewriting (2) as

yðkþ 1Þ ¼ A11yðkÞ þ A12wðkÞ þ B11UðkÞ
wðkþ 1Þ ¼ A21yðkÞ þ A22wðkÞ þ B21UðkÞ;

and setting vðkÞ ¼ wðkÞ� LyðkÞ, we have

vðkþ 1Þ ¼ ðA22 � LA12ÞvðkÞ þ ðA21 � LA11 þ A21L� LA11LÞyðkÞ
þ ðB21 � LB11ÞUðkÞ

bvðkþ 1Þ ¼ ðA22 � LA12ÞbvðkÞ þ ðA21 � LA11 þ A21L� LA11LÞyðkÞ
þ ðB21 � LB11ÞUðkÞ;

where bvðkÞ is an estimator of vðkÞ.
Error equation becomes

eðkÞ ¼ vðkÞ � bvðkÞ
eðkþ 1Þ ¼ ðA22 � LA12ÞeðkÞ

and the error decays exponentially if ðA22 � LA12Þ is Hurwitz.
Now wð1� 2Þ consisting of xg and mb is obtained by

wðkÞ ¼ bvðkÞ þ LyðkÞ:

4. Proposed controrller of HAUV

Fig. 5 shows the structure of the proposed controller. In the
simulation, propulsion (Xprop) and torque (Kprop) by propellers
are set to 0 and it means that propellers of the HAUV are not used.
xĜ and mB̂ notates the estimated values of xg and mb, respectively.

The poles of the observer are set to �20±j20 in continuous
complex domain and transformed to discrete time domainwith T ¼
1. By using Matlab command ‘place’ which implents the pole
placement technique, observer gain L is obtained as

Fig. 4. Vertical distance from trajectory.

Fig. 5. Structure of the proposed controller.

L ¼
�
0:0047 0:0021 �0:0250 0:0024 �0:0139
3:2821 4:4789 0:3337 1:9493 �0:2282

	
when HAUV goes down and

L ¼
� �0:0045 0:0034 �0:0252 0:0031 �0:0141
�3:2914 4:4641 0:2781 1:9518 �0:2626

	
when HAUV goes up:
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The changes of the center of gravity (xg) and buoynacy mass
(mb) are expressed by

_xg ¼ bxux
_mb ¼ bmub;

where bx denotes the rate of change of center of gravity per input
voltage ux applying to the DC motor that moves the battery pack,
and bm denotes the rate of change of buoyancy mass per input
voltage ub applying to the buoyancy pump.

For vertical zigzag motion of HAUV, a digital LQR controller
controls the buoyancy mass and the center of gravity. The control
gains at the time of going up and down are obtained with the “dlqr”
command from Matlab.

When HAUV is going down,

When HAUV is going up,

The LQR controller is of the form,

UðkÞ ¼ �KDXðkÞ:
On the other hand, torpedo type AUVs such as REMUS have el-

evators, which can be used to adjust its depth during vertical zigzag
moving. Since a small energy is enough to move the elevators, in
this paper, we propose to use them in parallel with the LQR
controller for depth control of HAUV gliding operation.

The effect of elevator angle (ds) is relected in
P

Zext asX
Zext ¼ ZHS ;Hydro Static

þZ _w _wþZ _q _q�X _uuqþY _vvpþY _rrp ;AddedMass; Coriolis
þZwjwjwjwjþZqjqjqjqj ;CrossflowDrag
þZuwluw ;Body Lift
þZuudsu

2dsþZuwf uwþZuqf uq ;Fin Lift:

The main contribution of this paper is to control the angle of the
horizontal tail wings which was not used in the conventional
gliding operation. We chose not to create a new LQR controller
containing ds but to add an independent controller that can be used
only when needed, while maintaining the existing LQR controller.

Selected controller is a simple PD controller configured as

dsðkÞ ¼ �0:1ez0 ðkÞ � 0:1
ez0 ðkÞ � ez0 ðk� 1Þ

T

ez0 ðkÞ ¼ z0ðkÞ;

where z0ðkÞ is the vertical distance from the trajectory and T is the
sample time. The PD controller determines the elevator angle, ds, to
make z0ðkÞ to 0.

Since the controller uses only the vertical distance and its

derivative, it is simple and easy to adjust the gains. Despite the
simple sturcture, however, the control performance is greatly
improved compared to the conventional LQR controller as will be
shown in simulations.

We also propose the use of rudders of HAUV to control the di-
rection, since the torpedo type AUV has vertical tail wings, rudders.

As with the elevator control, a small energy is enough to move
the rudders. The effect of rudder angle (dr) is relected in

P
Yext asX

Yext ¼YHS ;HydroStatic
þY _v _vþY _r _rþX _uur�Z _wwp�Z _qpq ;AddedMass; Coriolis
þYvjvjvjvjþYrjrjrjrj ;CrossflowDrag
þYuvluv ;BodyLift
þYuudru

2drþYuvf uvþYurf ur ;FinLift:

And the selected PD controller of the rudder is configured as

drðkÞ ¼ 0:05ejðkÞ þ 0:1
ejðkÞ � ejðk� 1Þ

T
ejðkÞ ¼ jdðkÞ � jðkÞ;

where j is the yaw angle. The PD controller determines the ruder
angle, dr to make j to jd.

Conventional method of direction control is a bank turn that
rotates with a large raius by moving the battery position to the side
of the travel direction to induce a roll change. However, this type of

K ¼
�
0:1275 �0:0477 �0:0021 �0:0009 0:0253 18:2924 0:4136
0:0685 �0:0195 �0:0021 �0:0004 0:0110 6:9030 0:6220

	
:

K ¼
��0:1278 �0:0481 �0:0074 �0:0009 0:0253 18:2666 0:4104
�0:0683 �0:0196 �0:0049 �0:0004 0:0109 6:8504 0:6195

	
:

Table 2
HAUV Parameters used for simulation (unit: MKS).

mh ¼ 30:4791
m ¼ 1
m ¼ 32:3140
g ¼ 9:8100
bx ¼ 0:001
bm ¼ 0:017

xb ¼ 0
yb ¼ 0
zb ¼ 0
xg ¼ 0
yg ¼ 0
zg ¼ 0:0200

Ixx ¼ 0:1770
Iyy ¼ 3:4500
Izz ¼ 3:4500

X _u ¼ �0:9300
Z _w ¼ �35:5000
Z _q ¼ �1:9300
Y _v ¼ �35:5000
Y _r ¼ 1:9300
Xujuj ¼ �3:9000

Yvjvj ¼ �1310
Yrjrj ¼ 0:6320
Yuvl ¼ �18:9600
Yuudr ¼ 9:6400
Yuvf ¼ �9:6400
Yurf ¼ 6:1500

Zwjwj ¼ �131
Zqjqj ¼ �0:6320
Zuwl ¼ �18:9600
Zuuds ¼ �9:6400
Zuwf ¼ �9:6400
Zuqa ¼ 0:9300
Zuqf ¼ �6:1500

K _p ¼ �0:0704
Kpjpj ¼ �0:1300

M _w ¼ �1:9300
M _q ¼ �4:8800
Mwjwj ¼ 3:1800
Mqjqj ¼ �188
Muwl ¼ �4:4200
Muuds ¼ �6:1500
Muwf ¼ �6:1500
Muqf ¼ �3:9300

N _v ¼ 1:9300
N _r ¼ �4:8800
Nvjvj ¼ �3:1800
Nrjrj ¼ �94
Nuvl ¼ 4:4500
Nuudr ¼ �6:1500
Nuvf ¼ 6:1500
Nurf ¼ �3:9300
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direction control not only requires a complicated battery moving
device, but also causes a large turning radius.

The proposed method has advantage that the direction change
is only affected by the tail wing, not the battery position, and has a
small turning radius too.

5. Simulation

To verify the performance of the proposed controller, Matlab
simulationwas performed under the same conditions as in (Joo and
Qu, 2015; Joo et al., 2017). In this paper, we add the influence of

oncoming sea current from northeast, which was not considered in
the previous papers. In addition, we use the reduced order state
observer proposed in (Joo et al., 2017) to calculate the center of
gravity and the buoyancy mass while the paper (Joo and Qu, 2015)
assumes that all state variables are known accurately. The proposed
controller is composed of an LQR controller to maintain zigzag
vertical movement and two PD controllers to control elevator angle
and rudder angle

One target point consists of the desired depth and the direction,
and the target trajectory is presented as follows using consecutive
target points.

Fig. 6. The trajectory of HAUV with an LQR depth controller and a PID direction controller.

Fig. 7. Variables related to depth control by an LQR without elevator control.
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In the simulation, the following reasonable measurement noises
are added:

un; vn;wn : randð � 0:0051; 0:0051Þ ;±0:01 knot ðDVLÞ
pn; qn; rn : randð � 0:2618; 0:2618Þ ;±15 �=sec ðDVLÞ
xn; yn; zn : randð � 0:5000; 0:5000Þ ;±0:5 m ðGPSÞ
fn; qn;4n : randð � 0:0175; 0:0175Þ ;±1� ðIMUÞ

where ð,Þn denotes the noise to each variable, and randð Þ denotes a
random value within the given range. The values are dictated from
the specification of NavQuest 600 Micro by LinkQuest Inc. for DVL,
AsteRx1 by Septentrio for GPS, and MTi by Xsens for IMU.

Table 2 lists the simulation parameters for REMUS AUV given in
(Presto, 2001) except for the movable mass m, and two input gains
bx and bm. Those values are arbitrarily chosen as m ¼ 1ðkgÞ, bx ¼
0:001ðm=sec,VÞ, and bm ¼ 1=60ðkg=sec,VÞ.

Simulation results using the LQR depth controller and the PD
direction controller are shown in Fig. 6. For comparison, PD depth

controller is not used intentionally. The ‘O’ indicates the starting
point and the ‘X’ indicates the ending point. Fig. 6 shows that HAUV
moved to position (�100, 180) with seven zigzag movements.

Fig. 7 shows the variables related to the depth control by the LQR
controller without elevator control. The surge (forward speed) of
the HAUV starts from 0 m=s. According to the paper (Joo and Qu,
2015), the surge under no sea current is expected to be 0.3m=s,
but it keeps around 0.2 m=s until 6900 s because of the coming
current. On the contrary, in the two zigzag movements after 6900 s,
the forward speed is accelerated due to the influence of sea current.

Fig. 8 shows the control efforts of the LQR controller and its
control results. The control inputs, ux and ub appear only briefly
when HAUV changes direction, ie 1800 s, 6900 s, 7500 s and so on,
and in most cases does not appear. As a result, the estimated values
x*g and m*

b changed suddenly and stabilize soon.
The PD direction controller controls the angle of the rudder

effectively to control the direction of HAUV as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Control effort of the LQR and changes of the estimated values.

Fig. 9. Control effort of PD direction controller and its performance.
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Simulation results using the proposed LQR/PD depth controller
and the PD direction controller are shown in Fig. 10. It shows that
HAUVmoved to position (�30, 280) with nine zigzagmovements. It
can be seen that the PD elevator controller compensates the LQR
controller, and as a result, the HAUV moves farther than the case of
LQR controller alone.

In Fig. 11, the surge (forward speed) of the HAUV starts from
0 m=s, and is maintained at about 0.3 m=s with the progress of the
gliding motion, which is consistent with the expected values in (Joo
and Qu, 2015). It becomes about 0 m=s when the upward and
downward movements are changed, Assuming that 0.15 m=s of sea
current is pushed from the northeast, it can be seen that the surge is
slowed down when the HAUV is heading north and the surge

becomes faster when heading to the south.
Fig. 12 shows the control efforts of LQR controller and its results.

The control inputs, ux and ub appear only briefly when HAUV
changes direction, and in most cases does not appear. As a result,
the estimated values x*g and m*

b change quickly and stabilize soon.
The PD controller using the rudders can successfully control the

direction of the HAUV as shown in Fig. 13, even if there is a rela-
tively large sea current in comparisonwith the forward speed of the
HAUV.

Fig. 14 shows the errors between actual values and estimated
values, when the noise is removed on purpose to check the per-
formance of the observer. The errors in the center of gravity and the
buoyancy mass calculated by the reduced state observer occurs at

Fig. 10. The trajectory of HAUV with the proposed LQR/PD depth controller and PD direction controller.

Fig. 11. Variables related to depth control by the LQR with PD elevator control.
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the beginning of the rise and fall movement of HAUV, but decreases
rapidly with time.

6. Conclusion

The existing AUV advances with the propulsion of more than
one propeller, which consumes a lot of energy and limits the
operating time of the AUV. The underwater glider uses the center-
of-gravity movement device and the buoyancy control device to
obtain the propulsion force, which consumes small energy so that it
operates for a long time and a long distance.

For HAUV, which combines the advantages of AUV and under-
water glider, we proposed a depth and direction control scheme.
The proposed controller was composed of an LQR controller to
maintain zigzag vertical movement and two PD controllers to

control elevator angle and rudder angle. The LQR controller con-
trols the pumping speed of the buoyancy bag and themoving speed
to locate the battery. One of the PD controller controls the elevator
angle to assist the LQR controller, and the other controls the rudder
angle to adjust the direction of the underwater glider.

A reduced order Luenberger observer was adopted to estimates
the center of gravity of the glider and the buoyancy mass which
were essential but could not be measured.

Mathematical simulation using Matlab proved that the proposed
control scheme maintained the attitude and surge speed under the
influence of sea current, while the conventional LQR only controller
showed surge decrease casusing the shortening of forward distance
in the same situation. It is due to the proposed PD controller of tail
wings compensating for the pitch angle variation due to sea current,
but the tail wings has not been used in HAUV until now.

Fig. 12. Control effort of LQR and the change of estimated values.

Fig. 13. Control effort of PD direction controller and its performance.
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